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Miután megtanulta az olvasmány szavait, és tartalmát, válaszoljon a kérdésekre egész mondatokban. A válaszokat füzetbe, kézzel 

írja le. 

 

1. What kind of series is ‘Star Trek’? Star Trek is an American science fiction television series. 

2. Is it a series from 1976-77? No, it isn’t a series from 1976-77, but it is a series from 1966-67. 

3. What is the first name of its creator? The first name of its creator is Gene. 

4. Who is Gene Roddenberry? Gene Roddenberry is its creator. 

5. What is the ‘Star Trek‘ about? Star Trek is about the adventures of the starship USS Enterprise 

(NCC-1707). 

6. Who are the first three officers on the spaceship? The first three officers are Captain James T. Kirk, the first officer, 

Spock and the chief medical officer Dr Leonard McCoy. 

7. What are they like? Kirk is passionate and often aggressive, with a sly sense of 

humour, Spock is coolly logical, and McCoy is sardonic but always 

compassionate. 

8. Which century is the series from? The series is from the 23rd century. 

9. Where are the starship’s place of mission? Its place of mission is the final frontier. 

10. How long is its mission? Its mission is five years long. / It is a five-year-long mission. 

11. What is the aim of its mission?  The aim of its mission is to explore strange new worlds and to 

seek out new life and ne civilisations. 

12. What is the importance of the series? A major influence on popular culture is the importance of the 

series, because it is a cult classic. 

13. Is there an occasionally implied target of the 

series? If yes, what is it? 

Yes, there is an occasionally implied target to often discuss the 

major issues of the 1960s United States. For example: sexism, 

racism, nationalism, religion and global war. 
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